AN EVER-CHANGING EVOCATION

Jacob Hashimoto’s Middle Eastern debut brings colour and beauty to complex systems

By Laura Egerton

There are times when art truly takes your breath away. Titled The Eclipse, Jacob Hashimoto’s Middle Eastern debut at Leila Heller Gallery certainly has this effect, while also offering insight into the practice of this fascinating artist who creates artworks of intense beauty whilst astutely commenting on our 21st century world.

A dense forest of black and white kite-like forms, built up from fragile layers of pieces of cut paper, each bound by bamboo and hung by a thread, ripple through the largest gallery in the UAE.

“Spaces with these kind of monumental dimensions are difficult to address,” the artist admitted. “It’s interesting to watch pieces change in different venues. Here it is about sculpture, how to make it feel on a human scale.”

The human element is integral to The Eclipse, on both a practical and cerebral level. “The pieces change with me,” Hashimoto explained. “Because they exist momentarily throughout my life, you can watch my aesthetics change, my expectations shift. The nature of being alive changes the work.”

Islamic patterns are frequently found in his designs. “The relationship to abstraction is significantly different here than in the west,” said Hashimoto. “In the process of building complex networks of space, using repeating modules to create complex systems, dealing with compound curves and shifting dimensions, there is an appreciation for the language that I work with which might not exist in many other places in the same way.”

Hashimoto’s relationship with the Far East is more circumstantial. Aged 16, he worked with a Katsugami printer, cutting patterns and carving woodblocks, later becoming interested in Eastern religion, meditation and Chinese ink painting. These early years impacted his choice of technique, which is intensely time-consuming. The artist also continues to foster relationships with dragon kite manufacturers in China and paper mills in Japan. Challenges include a constant battle with colour fading, which alters the impression that a work gives. Through a meticulous process of coating paper in UV light, Hashimoto found that pigment-coated paper gave best durability, providing him with the option of using any pantone; hence the kaleidoscopic character of works such as This Last Love, Wonderfully Unwound into a Spacious Dream of Freedom. The wall works are ostentatiously flatter, more static versions of the installations: individual units of bamboo-wrapped paper fixed in rows, seven layers deep, with wooden rods at the top and bottom of each line. Initially, they were monochrome but it is through his use of diverse colours that they really sing. Because each work is made up of a collection of fragments, the viewer doesn’t necessarily expect to find an overall compositional framework, but when you step back, one often materialises.
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